Abstract -We calculate the optimal guaranteed performance for a multiple-antenna wireless link with M antennas at the transmitter and N antennas at the receiver on a Rician fading channel with a static specular component. The channel is modeled with a Rayleigh component and a rank-one deterministic specular component. The Rayleigh component remains constant over a block of T symbol periods, with independent realizations over each block. We analyze the channel under the assumption that the transmitter has no knowledge about the fading coefficients and the receiver has no knowledge about the Rayleigh component but, has complete knowledge about the specular component. Under this scenario to guarantee service it is required to maximize the worst case capacity (min-capacity). Although, it is not necessary for the receiver to have knowledge of the specular component we will assume it to show that man-capacity formulation is not pessimistic by showing that man-capacity is equal to avg-capacity when the specular component is constant over time but random with isotropic distribution. This way we show that avg-capacity, which in general has no practical meaning for non-ergodic scenarios, has a coding theorem associated with it in this particular case on account of it being equal to min-capacity. Further details of the work can be found in [l].
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I. SIGNAL MODEL
Let there be M transmit antennas and N receive antennas. We assume that the fading coefficients, H , remain constant over a block of T consecutive symbol periods but are independent from block to block. Keeping that in mind, we model the channel as carrying a T x M signal matrix S over a M x N MIMO channel H , producing X at the receiver according to the model:
where the elements of W are independent circular complex Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and variance 1 (CN(0,l)) and p is the expected signal to noise present at the output of each antenna in the receiver. Traditionally, the fading coefficients in a Rician model are modeled as Gaussian with deterministic non-zero mean known to both the transmitter and the receiver. In this report, for tractability, we model the specular component as a rank-one deterministic matrix unknown to the transmitter. This model approximates a fixed wireless or a slow motion mobile communication system operating in a scattering environment with one direct path between the transmitter and the receiver. The changes in the environment are often enough so that the rayleigh component is changing faster than the specular component. This channel model contrasts the model proposed in [2] for which there is a well defined Shannon capacity associated with the channel.
MAIN RESULTS
The worst case capacity being calculated is under the average
The main results obtained can be summarized as follows.
First let's define min-capacity, C" as where I a ( X ; S ) is the mutual information between X and S conditioned on the specular component being equal to a p t .
We show that for computing min-capacity instead of optimizing over the joint density of T . M complex transmitted signals it is sufficient to maximize over a joint density of min{T, M } real transmitted signal magnitudes. The optimal signal matrix is shown to be equal to the product of three independent matrices, a T x T unitary matrix, a T x M real nonnegative diagonal matrix and a M x M unitary matrix. We extend a tractable lower bound to capacity derived in [2] to this model which is useful for computing achievable rate regions.
Finally, we show that if CY is random with an isotropic distribution then max,(s) E,[Ia(X; S)] = maxp(s) I " ( X ; S ) where E, denotes the expectation over the density of CY.
